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ICEM 2019 Early bird registrations are open

ICEM 2019: Exploiting the latest weather and
climate technology to tackle the energy transition

With a stellar line-up of plenary speakers and a packed conference

programme, our sixth ICEM is shaping up to be the biggest yet!

The only dedicated event that brings together world-leading research

organisations, meteorological service providers, energy companies and energy

policy experts, ICEM 2019 is a must for industry and academic delegates alike.

Hear from highly-respected leaders in the energy and climate industries, take

part in expert-led workshops and side events, and explore  how advances in

meteorological and climate information can help the energy industry develop

cleaner and more resilient energy systems.

Early bird registrations close on Friday 26 April, so make sure you register

before the deadline to make the most of the early bird discount.
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SPOTLIGHT ON SPEAKERS

We're delighted to announce that Chad

Frischmann,   New York Times best-selling author

and Vice President of Project Drawdown,

is confirmed as the latest expert to join our line-

up of plenary speakers for ICEM 2019.

Chad joins a host of leading climate and energy

specialists, including Dr. Gary Geernaert - Director,

Climate and Environmental Sciences Division, US

Department of Energy (DOE) in Washington DC.

SEE OUR FULL LIST OF SPEAKERS

ICEM 2019 CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Delegates can look forward to a packed programme of presentations, parallel

sessions and workshops, including Climate risk, adaptation and resilience for

electric utilities  by Prescient Weather's Jan Dutton, and 'How to start a

business' by Ian Harper, Media Generation Group, a must for entrepreneurs

seeking to commercialise their projects.   FIND OUT MORE

PRE-CONFERENCE SEMINAR

We've also released details of our pre-

conference seminar, an interactive event

focusing on the latest developments in the

meteorology and energy sectors. Track 1

covers Energy for Meteorologists, while Track

2 focuses on Meteorology for Energy

specialists. 

MORE DETAILS
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WEMC

The Enterprise Centre 
University of East Anglia 
Norwich NR4 7TJ
United Kingdom

TWEET FORWARD

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

ICEM 2019 offers a unique opportunity to showcase your brand and services to

a global audience of over 200 experts and influencers from world-leading

research organisations, meteorological service providers and energy

companies.   SEE OUR SPONSORSHIP GUIDE

ICEM 2019 IS SUPPORTED BY

CONFERENCE ENQUIRIES

www.wemcouncil.org

icem2019@wemcouncil.org

On Twitter? Follow our dedicated ICEM 2019 feed
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